
Subject: Polly Whitlock - 1840 X5719/1
From:"patrick lynch" <patrick2351@hotmail.com>
Date:Fri, 25 Nov 2005 13:12:08 -0800
To:whitlock@bcegg.com

> From: Jeanine Robertson <jeanine3@shaw.ca>
> To: Patrick Lynch <Patrick2351@hotmail.com>
> Subject: Polly Whitlock - 1840
> Date: Fri, 25 Nov 2005 10:32:57 -0800
>
> Hi P&P!
> Came across a pattern for a reproduction sampler which has the name Polly Whitlock (looks
like "aged 10") 1840. Probably from the States.
> Do you have anyone like that in your records? (Did a google search and came up with many.)
I'm trying to find out where the original sampler is from but haven't heard back yet from the
company who made the pattern.
> I'd love to stitch it for Mom's B-Day but it will mean more with some history behind it. Plus, it's
$135 for the kit so if it's no one related... I could save the money!
> What say you?
> Thanks!
> Jeanine



Subject:Re: Polly Whitlock X5719/2
From:Jeanine Robertson <jeanine3@shaw.ca>
Date:Fri, 25 Nov 2005 15:11:35 -0800
To:Whitlock <whitlock@bcegg.com>

Holy Marys Batman!

I'm assuming the date on your list is the birthdate? If this is a sampler done by a 10 year old
(maybe) completed in 1840 would I need the Marys (does one change the "y" to "i" and add
"es"?) from 1830? Would this narrow it down any? I've written to the designer and hope she'll
tell me where the original is from (if she knows). I'll let you know what I find out.
Thanks for the info!
Jeanine
xoxo

On Friday, November 25, 2005, at 02:58 PM, Whitlock wrote:

Jeanine: Looks interesting. Here are the Mary Whitlocks I have 1839-1841. Polly is the
slang for Mary. This Polly could be anyone of these or someone else.
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Subject:Polly X5719/3
From:Jeanine Robertson <jeanine3@shaw.ca>
Date:Wed, 30 Nov 2005 14:42:53 -0800
To:Whitlock <whitlock@bcegg.com>

Hi Uncle P!
Got all the info this woman has.
Polly Whitlock completed the sampler in 1840 when she was 38 years old.
So... that puts us in the 1801-03 range, I guess.
The original sampler was bought from a US dealer and there was no info about where it came
from, presumably the US by the motifs used in the design.
Does this narrow it down anymore?
Thanks!
J


